2017 MORE
Contingency Posting

CLASS          Position:  1st.  2nd.  3rd.

All Cars and Trucks       $250  $125  $75

RULES:
1. Prizes are contingent upon exclusive use of Sunoco Racing Fuel in the quantity necessary for the length of the race. Proof of purchase of Sunoco Racing Fuel used during the event will be required.
2. Two 8" Sunoco Racing Fuel decals must be visibly displayed, one on each side of race vehicle. Display of competitive fuel decals will void these awards.
3. Awards may be pro-rated at Sunoco's discretion in the instance that there are fewer than four (4) starters for any given class. The amount of cash awarded for each place may be reduced by 10% for each starter less than 4.
4. A completed W-9 form is required for accumulated awards over $500.
5. Winners will receive payment by mail upon receipt of MORE contingency report by Kerry Rauch at Paul Oil Company, Inc.

Sunoco Contingency:
Paul Oil Company, Inc.
PO Box 550
La Mesa, CA 91944
(619) 465-4212, Fax (619) 465-4788
Kerry Rauch – Racing Division Marketing Manager
krauch@pauloilcompany.com